
Our philosophy
For us, people are the driving force of a business. Equality in career opportunities 
and respect are core values at the pedestal of our philosophy. We shape work 
environments that foster training and professional development for everyone. The 
end result is a Win-win approach for both the employee and the company.

And that can happen. With Stepwise, it’s already happening…

http://www.stepwise.gr/


Hotel 4*

Stavros, Chalkidiki, Greece



A service job requires special multi-tasking skills, as 
well as a pleasant character, strong memory, but also 
patience, alertness, efficiency... If you already possess 
the supernatural powers required of service staff, then 
we are your fans and are eagerly waiting for your 
application!

See if it fits your professional profile:

Waiter



Professional qualifications & 
special skills

› Minimum of 2 years’ experience as a waiter in a similar position at a 4**** 

hotel or restaurants

› Excellent oral and written command of English and Greek

› Good knowledge of computer use, ability to use POS and PDA

› Long experience in customer service and management

› Ability of working under pressure and multi-tasking

› Excellent physical condition and endurance

› Excellent interpersonal communication skills, dedicated team player, team 

spirit

› Knowledge of rules limiting or forbidding the consumption of alcoholic 

drinks

Plus δεξιότητες: 

Do you know a second foreign language? This is a plus!



What about your personality? Obviously, it’s not only formal 
qualifications that are important. Your personality counts! 
Have you got what it takes?

Soft skills

√ Emotional intelligence

√ Personal development mindset

√ Good-natured acceptance of feedback by management or 

colleagues and creative utilisation of the relevant remarks or 

information

√ Flexibility and ability to adapt to new facts and situations

√ Active listening

√ Work ethics



Not included? Don't lose heart! 
Stepwise posts job openings 
often. Stay connected!



And if you get the job, what 
will you have to do

› Compliance with company regulations and policies, quality assurance 

requirements based on standard and SOP's as well as Brand specifications

› Continuous and correct quality assurance based on ISO 22000/18 or other 

company specifications and policies to achieve maximum customer 

experience

› Welcome guests and present the menu

› Handle complaints and help resolve any requests immediately

› Regularly monitor the guests’ satisfaction with their chosen dishes and take 

corrective actions in order to achieve the best possible guest experience

› Manage payments though cash or credit card in a responsible manner

› Demonstrate excellent knowledge of the current menu and promote the 

daily specials

› Cooperate with the Kitchen Department or restaurant service staff.

› Ensure the cleanliness and tidiness of the work environment



And what are the rewards

√ The most rewarding remuneration possible

√ Excellent accommodation conditions

√ We place you in a dynamic, friendly and supportive work 

environment

√ We ensure your ongoing training

√ In an environment that favours your advancement to a higher 

position and offers continuous challenges!

What about your contract?

This specific job involves a seasonal contract.



No discriminations

Stepwise strictly applies a non-discrimination, transparent policy 
as regards candidate selection. Regardless of your colour, race, 
origin, gender, age or sexual orientation, we urge you to submit 
your CV for this job position.

After reviewing your CV and if your profile as a candidate meets 
the needs of the position, Stepwise will contact you to arrange an 
interview. In line with our privacy policy, your CV is a document of 
a confidential nature. For more on Stepwise's privacy policy, 
consult www.stepwise.gr

http://www.stepwise.gr/


Let your talent do the walking.
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